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          Product:PDFTron Android SDK

Product Version:demo

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

How to open Image files using PDFTron ?

(Think of this as an email subject)

How can i  open Image files using PDFTron ? I would like to know which file format PDFTron supports to open in PdfView.

Any sample/suggestion will help more.

Thank you.

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    Not matching with expected PDF after importing XFDF into PDF file
                    


                    How to update toolbar button image color?
                    

                    How to add PDFViewCtrl view dynamically without using layout file?
                    

                    Unable to install npm install github:PDFTron/pdftron-react-native --save
                    

                    How to disable 'Document Slider'
                    

                    Can we extract only modified XFDF from any PDFTron callback?
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Optimize & compress PDFs in Android
	Add license keys - Manually initialize by adding a license key directly in your code
	UI components
	Code samples to edit PDFs in Android

APIs:	Image - getSDFObj
	Image.Compat - wait
	Com.pdftron.demo.browser.db.file

Forums:	PDFViewCtrl caching customization
	How to disable “longPressQuickMenu” if someone want to use PDFViewCtrl to view the Pdf?
	How get callback onDocumentLoaded() when i use PDFViewCtrl class to view pdf document?
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          Hi Manoj,

We have have a guide on how to open non pdf files using our api PDFViewCtrl.openNonPDFUri

Please follow this link for more information

We also have a list of supported file types which you can see here

Best Regards,

Eamon
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